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As sustainability becomes more and more embedded in our every day practices, event
owners and managers across the University can use this guide and the accompanying
checklist to support sustainability actions.
Following the principles of the University's Sustainability Policy, this document is based
on best practice outlined in ISO 20121 Standard for Event Sustainability Management
Systems and considers the diversity of events and stakeholders within our University.
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Commit
Make sure you identify the stakeholders early on
and get them on board. A committed stakeholder
will be more likely to cope with what may be initially
perceived as ‘sacrifices’, in order to achieve best
possible sustainability performance.

Securing commitment from the owners and key event stakeholders
is always the first and most important step when we think about
sustainability at an event. The University’s stakeholders include event
owners, managers, event/conference committee members, presenters,
speakers. Communicating the existence of the Sustainability Policy and
discussing its implementation via a set of actions at a specific event is
essential.
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Plan
Before you start
Identify any potential issues or contradictions that may arise or are
embedded in the event’s overall purpose and objectives.
Early identification allows time to discuss, change and improve.

For example, an event to call for ‘world peace’ by doing
a balloon release to spread out peace messages carries
fundamental problems in terms of its environmental
outcomes. It is essentially releasing materials that will
end up places where they cannot be retrieved and are
likely to cause harm to the environment.

Plan well
Prevent rather than cure
Start thinking about sustainability right from day one, ask questions
about the use of resources, the potential generation of waste and
how to promote and encourage suitable means of transport such as
walking, cycling and public transport. Avoid thinking of sustainability
as an encapsulated item at the end of a ‘to do’ list. Instead, apply
sustainability principles to every stage of the process including
scheduling, floor planning and space design, structure and programme,
run sheets, resource allocation, communications, menus.
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Engage

Waste free areas

Ensure all people involved in the event are aware of its sustainability
principles, make them visible and explicit. This includes staff,
attendees, suppliers. Early engagement and clear messages will
smoothe the implementation stage.

Waste free areas or zones are spaces where there is no provision
for disposing of waste or recycling, so no bins. The underlying
principle being that people take with them what they have brought
in. Events can have designated waste free areas or in some cases be
completely waste free by removing or covering all existing bins at
the venue.

Include relevant sustainability principles when
asking for quotes. Suppliers may make an effort to
provide the best possible alternatives if involved
early on. This will help to avoid difficult, and usually
more costly, last minute changes.

To establish a waste free area you need to ensure in advance that
no items or products which create waste will be provided within the
designated space.

For example, during a conference, lecture rooms
and corridors can be waste free as long as there
is nothing given to attendees, such as individually
wrapped pens or disposable name tags that require
a bin.

Moving away from the ‘single use’ approach
Current dependence on single use packaging and other items has
long been proven to be unsustainable. Improving the environmental
performance of single use items does not deal with the intrinsic
problem of ‘throw away’ mentality. Discouraging single use/
disposable solutions makes way for deeper conversations about
long terms solutions to environmental problems and the immediate
changes required. Thinking of new ways to understand convenience
and practicality around events is a good way to start those
conversations.

Designating waste free areas during the planning stage is a great way
to critically assess what potential waste streams could result from
the event. It provides an opportunity to prevent waste in the first
place.
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Implement

There are as many sustainability inspired actions
as people in your event … here are some of the
most common ideas for sustainable events:
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Think
modular …

Spread the message …

Reusables by default …

Sustainability
duties ...

limit time sensitive
signage and
collateral

attendees, sponsors,
suppliers

Designate waste
free areas

Support walking,
cycling, public transport …

Goodbye single use ...
straws, plastic bags,
packaging

Local …

Your idea …

produce and
products

Challenge
expectations!

Ask suppliers
to back
environmental
claims

maps, priority bike parking,
subsidise transport passes

Your idea …

bottle, mug,
container,
cutlery, bag

RSVP ...

not printouts,
use apps!

BYO Priority …
queues, discounts

BYO …

crockery, cutlery, linen

Do visuals …

avoid food waste

one or more
staff members

'Return' areas
for reusables

always ask

Offer
pre order
menu ...

Souvenirs and prizes …
Your idea …

Re-think defaults …
forms, sponsorship
packs, instructions

Make the event
waste free …

Water …

on tap or
fountain only

donation certificates, public
transport passes, tickets to
shows or venues

Offer carbon
off-setting
alternatives

no bins required!
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Assess

Use post-event surveys and audits to assess the overall sustainability performance of your
event and improve future events.
Waste audits capture only the waste produced
during the event and do not take into account the
waste generated outside of the event’s occurrence.
Using invoices or packing slips can also help to
understand how well the event has kept to its
sustainability principles. These documents will show
the quantities of items associated with a particular
event and these in turn can be used to analyse
the pathway of each item. For single use items for
example, we know that 200 disposable cups sooner
or later will be 200 disposable cups in landfill and
so on.

Surveys help to better understand people’s experiences and the
effectiveness of initiatives. Existing surveys can be adapted to
include questions about sustainability. Remember to make the most
of event debriefs too!
Audits are also very useful. Particularly when it comes to waste
generated at an event. A waste audit involves keeping all waste
and recycling from the event separate so that it can be manually
sorted and weighed. It is best practice to use a set of pre assigned
categories following an established protocol. This provides very
useful data on overall quantities and types of materials being
discarded. When monitoring a specific event over time, the first
waste audit sets the baseline against which subsequents audits are
compared. Furthermore, for many people, manually sorting waste
brings the problem to the 'here and now', ín my hands', and opens
up opportunities to discuss the origin, magnitude and implications
of the mounting waste problem. The Sustainability team can help
you with these audits.
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Questions about sustainability
at the University?
Use the knowledge base to ask your question via the Staff Service Centre query box.
We are gradually uploading knowledge articles with answers to the most frequently asked
questions. If you don’t find the answer to your question please contact the Sustainability
and Environment team:
sustainability@auckland.ac.nz

Resources and links
• Sustainability Policy
• Events Management Policy
• Event Notification form
• ISO 20121 Event Sustainability Management Systems International Standard
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Sustainability and Environment
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1142
New Zealand
Email: sustainability@auckland.ac.nz
eventservices@auckland.ac.nz

www.auckland.ac.nz/eventandconferenceservices
www.auckland.ac.nz/sustainability

